Ms Claire Grayston
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board
Level 7
600 Bourke Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

03 February 2011

Dear Ms Grayston

Comments on Guidance Statement GS007 Audit Implications of the Use of Service
Organisations for Investment Management Services (GS 007)
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on GS 007 and to contribute to the continued improvement
of the Australian Auditing
iting Standards.
Our letter to you dated 12 November 2009 contained preliminary feedback from our practitioners on
the first year of implementation of GS007. A copy of that letter is attached at Appendix 1. In addition
to these comments, our further feedback
feed
is set out below.
Overall we strongly support the current approach adopted in GS 007, in particular the provision of
minimum control objectives and the preparation of Special Purpose Service Auditor’s reports. GS 007
has increased the quality and consistency of audit evidence available to service auditors, and has
been well accepted by the industry. We also
also support the proposal by the AU
AUASB to revise GS 007 to
“address the feedback obtained to date and to anchor to the new suite of clarity standard
standards.”
A. Interpretation and application of the Guidance Statement
ASAE 3402 Assurance Reports on Controls at a Service Organisation
ASAE 3402 Assurance Reports on Controls at a Service Organisation was issued in June 2010 and
contains certain information similar to that in GS 007, for example an example engagement letter and
an
n example service auditor’s assurance report.
Wherever possible, we would welcome the harmonisation of content set out in the example
engagement letters and service auditor’s assurance reports in GS 007 with ASAE 3402.
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ASA 800 The Auditor’s Report on Special Purpose Audit Engagements
The revised paragraph A14 of ASA 800 requires inclusion
nclusion of an emphasis of matter para
paragraph for
special purpose financial
nancial reports. As Reports on Specified Assertions
A
in GS 007 are reports on special
purpose financial reports, we envisage the new requirement in ASA 800 applies and we recommend
GS 007 is updated to reflect this.
Control Objectives for Investment Management Services
Appendix 2, Section B of GS 007 contains minimum Control Objectives for
for each Investment
Management Service set out in the GS. We believe the notion of having minimum control objectives
for each Investment Management Service has resulted in a significant improvement in the quality of
audit evidence provided to service auditors
auditor due to the increased comparability between Service
Organisation reports (when compared to reports previously issued under AGS 1026 Reporting on
Control Procedures at outsourcing Entities),
Entities and the improved content of many Service Organisation
reports since
ce GS 007 became effective.
effective
Multiple Investment Management Service considerations
The Investment Management Service sections in Appendix 2 of the GS007 are currently represented
as mutually inclusive, to be factored into reports wherever offered by the service provider. There is
currently no consideration for where multiple investment management services offered by the same
service provider result in conflict of interest concerns. For example in the US, the amendment to SEC
Custody Rule 206(a) requires additional internal controls to be assessed for entities involved in the
provision of both asset management and custody services. These internal controls can be included in
a separate report or built into existing SAS70 reports.
We recommend that GS007 be revised to require that when two or more investment services are
offered that may give rise to a conflict of interest, additional control objectives are included to
demonstrate how those conflicts are managed. Those that are involved
lved in the provision of asset
management and custody
dy services should be given appropriate time to address the documentation of
such controls prior to an amendment becoming effective.
Application of GS 007
Where a service organisation does not prepare a Controls Report and the user auditor has determined
the service organisation's activities are significant to the user entity and the audit, the user auditor
should determine what alternative procedures can be performed to obtain the desired level of
assurance.
nce. If the service auditor is unable to provide the level of assurance required by the user
auditor, the user auditor's procedures may require access to the service organisation. If this is not
possible, the user auditor should consider the implications for
f or the audit opinion of the user entity.
We have observed that the preparers and auditors of financial statements often use or rely on
information provided by prime brokerage and clearing agencies, which are not currently defined as
Investment Management Services in GS007. Further, we have observed prime brokerage entities
contract for SAS70 services with auditors in the United States in response to requests from user
organisations. In many cases, such services are similar to custody services. We would recommend
that the AUASB
ASB consult with its consultative committee as to whether such services should be
specifically referred to in GS007.
GS007
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Types of Special Purpose Service auditors reports
In practice the most common format of Special Purpose Service Auditor’s report is either:



A Service Auditor’ss report on Specified Assertions, or
An agreed upon procedures report for certain assets (typically where the audit evidence
available is located partly at the service entity and partly at the user)
user).

We recommend
mend that GS 007 remove reference to a Service Auditor’s report on a Statement and
acknowledge that agreed upon procedures reports may also be appropriate in certain circumstances.

B. Interpretation of prescribed control objectives in Section B of GS007
Feedback
eedback on certain of these Control Objectives is set out in our letter dated 12 November 2009
2009. In
addition, we make the following observations:
Gaps
Section A. Custody
There is currently no control objective surrounding the reinvestment of securities lending collateral.
Ensuring that collateral is reinvested in line with client investment restrictions is as important as
lending in line with client lending restrictions. The objective could read “Collateral is completely and
accurately invested in accordance with the lender agreement”.
Corporate actions
Objectives A6 / B7 “Corporate events and voting instructions are identified, processed and recorded
on a timely basis” and E4 “Corporate
“
actions are processed and recorded
ded accurately and on a timely
basis” are not inclusive of all necessary controls
control required in addressing the completeness and
accuracy of corporate actions.
We suggest this control objective includes reference to the event being actioned (ie. identification and
notification of affected holders, follow-up
follow
on client responses/instructions). The proposed objective
could read “Corporate
Corporate actions are identified, actioned, processed, and recorded accurately on a timely
basis”.
Safeguarding assets
Objective
bjective A14 and A15 are expressed differently to objective B15. In each case, the intention is to
ensure that client monies are appropriately safeguarded and segregated from assets of other clients,
and assets of the custodian.
We suggest that these control
control objectives be harmonised to the following two revised control objectives
that would apply to both custody and investment management:
Assets held (including investments held with depositories,
d
cash and physically held assets
assets) are
safeguarded from loss, misappropriation and unauthorised use.
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Assets held are appropriately registered and segregated from the [custodian / investment manager’s]
own assets.
Relevance
Static data
Objectives A11 / B10 / C13 / E7 / F10 “Changes
“
to non-monetary
monetary static data (for example, address
changes and changes in allocation instructions) are authorised and correctly
correctly recorded on a timely
basis”
Most changes to non-monetary
monetary static data are unlikely to have any impact on the financial statements,
including
ncluding the scenario in which they may be unauthorised or inaccurately input. It is recommended that
this control be changed to focus on significant static data changes (bank details related to electronic
and cheque disbursements, standing settlement instructions, etc) in aligning with the purpose of
GS007. The proposed objective could
c
read “Changes to significant non-monetary
monetary static data (for
example, address changes and
and changes in allocation instructions) are authorised and corre
correctly
recorded on a timely basis”
Duplication
Section G. Information Technology
Our interpretation is that Objective G3 “Logical access to computer systems, programs, master data,
transaction data and parameters, including access by administrators to applications, databases,
systems and networks is restricted to authorised individuals” fully subsumes Objective G1 “Client data
is appropriately stored to ensure security and protection from unauthorised
unauthorised use” so that Objective G1
is duplicative and could be removed.
removed
We also believe the removal of this G1 Objective surrounding client data will reduce the susceptibility
of this section to the inclusion of privacy controls which we would regard as ancillary to the financial
statements and not aligned with the purpose of GS007.
Our interpretation is that Objective G5 ”IT
”IT processing is authorised and scheduled appropriately and
exceptions are identified and resolved in a timely manner” encapsulates Objective G10 “Batch
processing iss complete, accurate and timely”,
timely so that Objective G10 is duplicative and could be
removed.
Clarity
Section F. Registry
Objective F3 “Pooled fund unit holder activity is clearly established and recorded completely,
accurately
urately and in a timely manner”
We would re-iterate
iterate the comments of our previous letter around the definition of pooled funds. Our
understanding is that this control objective will be removed from future iterations of the guidance. In
the event that it iss not, we would recommend a requirement for disclosure in the report as to which
control activities have been tested in a mandate specific fashion and which have been tested as a
pooled fund control.
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Section E. Investment Administration
Objective E18 “Distribution
stribution income is complete and accurate and is reported to clients on a timely
basis”
We would re-iterate
iterate the comments of our previous letter around the definition of distributions. Our
interpretation is that distributions refers to the receipt and processing of annual tax distribution
statements, in which case this control objective is of limited value to user auditors due to the timing of
the GS007 controls report (e.g. for a GS007 controls report with a year end of 30 June 2010, the
controls tested would be over the preparation of annual statements for the June 2009 year end).

We have also observed significant differences in practice on the approach to this objective, along a
spectrum of control activities from the full end-to-end
end tax distribution process through to a single
control activity regarding the final sign-off
sign
on tax statements. We recommend that the scope and
purpose
pose of this objective be discussed with the AUASB’s Project Advisory Group and amended
accordingly.

Objective F4 “Documents
Documents received are checked, sorted and distributed for processing in a timely
manner”
Many users have struggled to understand what “Documents”
“Documents” are being referred to in this context. As
this control objective is in the Registry section, we have interpreted this to include unit holder
applications, redemptions and switches. The wording should be revised to make clear which
documents are intended.
Aggregation
Section B. Asset Management
As asset investment guidelines and restrictions are in practice commonly contained within the client
agreement, it follows that Objective B3 “Asset
Asset investment guidelines and restrictions are established
and agreed prior to investment activity”
activity is subsumed by Objective B2 “Complete
Complete and authorised client
agreements are established prior to initiating
ini
investment activity”.. We recommend that objective B3
be removed and objective B2 be updated to read “Complete
te and authorised client agreements
(including investment guidelines and restrictions)
restrictions are established prior to ini
initiating investment activity”.
We would be pleased to discuss our comments with you. Please contact Dan Jowett on (02) 8266
0295 or myself on (02)
2) 8266 7657 should you require any further information.
Yours sincerely

Victor Clarke
Partner
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